
 

Invitation 
 

 

Date: 29-30. August 2020 

Organizers: Tipo TKE,Pozsonyi út 52., 1133 Budapest, Hungary 
 Tájoló Erdei és Tájékozódási Sportok Alapítvány, Határőrút 53/a., 1122 Budapest 

 

Organizing committee: President: Erik Hajdu 
Secretary: Zoltán Miháczi 

 

Course setters:  Tipo Cup day 1: Ágnes Wengrin and László Faggyas 
  Tipo Cup day 2: Ágnes Wengrin and László Faggyas 
  Tipo Cup 2x2 Relay: Ágnes Wengrin and László Faggyas 
 

Controllers:  Tipo Cup day 1:  Dávid Peregi 
  Tipo Cup day 2:  Gergely Bugár 
  Tipo Cup 2x2 Relay:  Dávid Peregi 

Event center: Mátraalmás, Hungary 

Tipo Cup 

2-day Hungarianand Slovakian national ranking event. Day 1 middle distance; Day 2 long-
distance. Both days are qualification races for EYOC and JWOC for Hungarian and Slovakian 
runners. Day 2 will also qualify as an event of the 50th anniversary series of the Hungarian 
Orienteering Federation, as well as Slovakian-Hungarian senior meeting. 

Tipo Cup Relay 

2x2person, non-ranking relay competition.  

Programme 

Aug29, 2020– Tipo Cup day 1, middle distance 
Aug29, 2020 – Tipo Cup 2x2 Relay 
Aug30, 2020 – Tipo Cup Day 2, long distance, 

Terrain 



Typical Central-European moderately hilly terrain with good runnability and visibility. In some 
parts new vegetation, steep, rocky slopes and detailed terrain with deep gullies make running 
challenging. Traces of extensive forestry can be seen with many new roads and cut branches.  
 

 

Embargoed areas 

All orienteering activity is strictly prohibited on the areas between Mátraalmás and Szuha as 
marked on the map below. 

 

Maps 

1:15000/5m and 1:10 000/5mmaps, corrected in 2020 according to IOF standards. 
Corrections: Vilmos Lengyel, Attila Molnár, Péter Vityi, József Czimer Z., Imre Urbán 

Tipo Cup Classes  

M/W 10D,DK 12C,D, 14A,C, 16A, 18A, 15-18C, 20A, 21A,B,Br,C,U, 35A,Br, 40A, 45A, 50A, 55A, 
60A, 65A, 70A;F75A, F80A, Open advanced (OA), Open beginner (OB), Open string course (OS).  
Organisers reserve the right of merging categories in case of low number of entries. 
Further non-ranking categories are M/W21U ultimate, using maps without road network and 
vegetation marked on them. 

Tipo Cup 2x2 Relay Classes 

Traditional categories: M/W 21 
Maximum/minimum total age categories: M/W 30(max), 70(minimum), 100(minimum), 
Mix Long, Mix Short 

Entries 

On-line: http://entry.mtfsz.hu/ 
E-mail: nevezes@tipotke.hu. 

http://entry.mtfsz.hu/index.php?nyelv=2
mailto:nevezes@tipotke.hu


 
Entries are accepted by August 17, 2020 at the latest. Entries by telephone are not accepted.  
 
E-mail entries will be confirmed by e-mail within two working days. Please repeat your e-mail 
entry in case no reply is received. Entries are also possiblefor each day separately.The entry 
should include name, category, SI-card number, competition days and accommodation 
requests. Entries become valid upon payment of entry and accommodation fees. 

Entry deadlines and fees 

Entry deadline refers to the date of receiving payment of the entry fees. 
If the payment is not complete by the payment deadline of the given entry deadline, 
competitors will automatically advance to the next fee category.  
The Children’s competition is free.  
 

Tipo Cup 
Entries 

Received before Aug. 17. 
Received before Aug. 27. 

20:00 
Later and on-

site 

Mode of Entry Entry and e-mail E-mail On-site 

M/W -18, 
M65-, W60- 

HUF 5000 or 
€15/2 days 

HUF 2 700 or 
€8/day 

HUF 6000 or 
€18/2 days 

HUF 3200 or 
€10/day 

HUF 6.500 or 
€19/2 days 

Other ranking 
categories 

HUF 6800 or 
€20/2 days 

HUF 3600 or 
€11/day 

HUF 7800 or 
€23/2 days 

HUF 4100 or 
€12/day 

HUF 8.000 or 
€23/2 days 

M/W21U 
HUF 5600 or 
€16/2 days 

HUF 3000 or 
€9/day 

HUF 6600 or 
€19/2 days 

HUF 3500 or 
€10/day 

HUF 7000 or 
€20/2 days 

Open categories 
(OA, OB, OT) and 
M/W10D,DK, 12D 

HUF 3000 or 
€8/2 days 

HUF 1500 or 
€5/day 

HUF 4000 or 
€15/2 days 

HUF 2.000 or 
€8/day 

HUF 2500 or 
€8/day 

    

Tipo Cup Relay Entries Received before Aug. 17. Later and on-site 

Mode of Entry Entry and e-mail 
E-mail until 20:00 on 27th 

August or on-site 

 All relays HUF 4000 or €12/relay 
HUF 5000 or          

€15/relay 

 
After issuing the start lists, entries will be limited to the vacant places. 
Participants will have to accept that pictures taken on the event–in the absence of opposing 
written statement– can be published in printed and electronic press, including the Internet.  

Payment 

Via bank transfer to the bank account of TIPO TKE before August 27, 2020 or on the spot in 
cash. Please indicate which club’s or competitor’s entry fee the payment contains.  
 
Bank account details:  
IBAN number: HU28 16200113-18509731 00000000 
SWIFT code: HBWEHUHB 
 
Payment deadlines: In the case of the 17th August entry deadline the payment deadline 
is 19th Aug, 24:00. The payment deadline of entries by 27th August is27th Aug, 20:00.  
 
Payment on-site is only possible in case of on-site entries, class changes or if the bank transfer 
was not completed by the deadline on 27th August.  



Punching 

During the course of the competition SPORTident electronic punching system will be used. The 
contactless mode will be activated. 
E-cards can be rented on the spot (HUF 500/day), leaving a deposit of HUF 10 000. 
If you intend to use your own e-card, please specify your SI card number with your entry. 

Transportation 

There will be no organised local transport, but if you have problems reaching the CC, please let 
us know in advance or at the registration. 

Accommodation 

We plan togrant gymnasium and dorm accommodation. If the measures connected to the 
COVID-19 pandemic make it possible, we will announce the accommodations in a separate 
bulletin by the beginning of August at the latest. 

Planned starting times 

Tipo Cup day 1:  11:00  
Tipo Cup 2x2 Relay:  16:00  
Tipo Cup day 2:  10:00  

Internet information 

http://tipotke.hu/tipo2020 

Accompanying events 

On both days of Tipo Cup, Children’s Race and kindergarten will be waiting for the smallest’ 
orienteers free of charge.  

Other ImportantInformation 

In the course of organizing, priority will be placed on compliance of competition organizing 
and hygiene regulations concerning the COVID-19 pandemic. The then applicable regulations 
will be included in the Bulletin in detail.  
 
Refreshments during the race will only be provided on the long courses. Refreshments will not 
be provided in the finish area. Everyone is asked to take care of their own hydration after the 
race. We do it in the name of the measures concerning the COVID-19 pandemic and in the 
minimal waste production.  

All competitors start at their own risk! 

 

http://tipotke.hu/tipo2020
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